
TMS Service Agreement Calculator
The TMS Service Agreement Calculator (SAC) is an 
incredible software program that is designed to quickly 
figure how much to charge for a residential or light 
commercial service agreement based on the equipment 
being covered.  You simply select the zone that the 
equipment is located, enter the equipment being 
covered and what months you propose to perform the 
inspections.  From this information, the program will 
automatically calculate the price of the service 
agreement for 1, 2 and 3 years and will generate a 
professional looking contract for you to present to your 
customer.  You can even take it one step further and 
enter the filter requirements for an inspection which will 
also be calculated into the final sell price and will print on 
the contract.

If the contract is accepted by the customer, then the SAC 
Program will help you manage the life of the contract by 
allowing you to create monthly inspection slips, schedule 
the inspections and track what filters are needed each 
month.  You can even view on screen the number of 
inspections you have for each month and drill down to 
see the details if you so desire.

SAC  Features
Prints professional looking Service Agreements
Lists what is included in Service Agreement
Calculates price of Agreements for 1, 2 & 3 
years
Calculates price based on equipment type or 
estimated time to perform inspection.
Option to include Trip Charges based on the 
zone
Misc. Charges can be included in the 
calculation
Can print blank Service Agreement forms
Multiple pre-defined Service Agreement 
formats
Service Agreements can be printed or e-mailed
Ability to track quoted vs. sold agreements
Ability to customize what is included in 
Agreement
Ability to customize the benefits of Agreement
Can print your company logo on Agreements
Can import/print pictures of equipment covered
Can record filter sizes needed for later retrieval
Can print monthly reports of inspections due
Can print monthly filter requirement reports
Can print monthly inspection slips
Has a built in Schedule Board 
Easy to use
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